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numbers, to take care of guides, and visitors. Knives and forks go
with the set, but extra knives for skinning game, etc., have to be
provided.

No camp cots were taken, but hammocks with specially made
mosquito nets. These nets have a sleeve at either end through which
the repes of the hammock run. Indian huts are built of poles and
the forest is full of trees, so there is always a place to hang the ham-
mock. AWe found sheets both cool and comfortable when our bodies
were itching with tick bites, and they can be used as bandages in an
emergency. A rubber wash basin also proved very convenient.

A folding table was carried for use not so much as a dining table,
as for a place on which to complete our field notes and water colour
sketches. It is comparatively rare to find [ables in Indiani houses.
For chairs we used our kayaks.

No complete tent was taken along, only a fly-sheet, this proving
sufficient for general use in covering ourselves and the cargo. There
are usually elephant-ear leaves, or small palm leaves in the forest,
so that in a short time one can build a shelter sufficient for a couple
of days, even if it should rain quite hard. As it happened, the ex-
pedition was fortunate enough not to encounter a full day's rain as
long as it was on the road. The trip was so planned that we would
be well up iin the mountains before the rains started in the lowlands
along the Gulf Coast. Furthermore, this year proved very favour-
able in that the rains were late in the highlands.

No member of such an expedition should ever be without a conm-
pass, a snake-bite pencil, and an army emergency ration. All three
things are carried for obvious reasons. The compass serves to find
one's bearings. The snake-bite pencil, which looks like a small foun-
tain pen, contains in one end a small lancet with which to enlarge
the wound inflicted by the snake. in the other, permanganate crystals,
which. when smeared into the incision made with the lancet. have
proven a potent antidote against snake bites. The army emergency
ration contains three cakes mainly composed of chocolate, each rep-
resenting a meal.

For geographic reconnaissance work a IBrunton pocket transit
was used. This is a remarkable instrument, light and compact. It
serves both as compass and clinometer. Mounted on a small camera
tripod it gives quite accurate readings, and the person trained to use
it can make very good traverses. As it contains a mirror, it can even
be used when shaving.

It is a well known fact that the ancient inhabitants of the region
which we proposed to explore oriented the greater part of their
buildings to the cardinal points. They knew tile true north, but not


